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Description Stock #382392 - POPULAR ** FULL HOUSE (by DRV) MX450 Toy Hauler ** Very
Well Maintained ** 13' garage !! Ready to go !!********************** CERTIFIED
SINGLE OWNER **********************HAVE IT ALL with this 2021 FULL HOUSE
(by DRV) MX450 Toyhauler.This RV retails for well over $200k. $AVE BIG and buy
this one !!Step inside and experience residential-style amenities.The Living Room
features two theater-style recliners and a sofa.Relax and enjoy the big flat-screen
TV and the fireplace.** The RV is equipped with Travl'r 1000 auto satellite dish set
up with DISH NetworkThe owner has added a nice dining room table, which is
great for additional prep space or entertainment.The Kitchen offers a large island
with a deep two-bowl sink. Across it is the residential-style refrigerator/freezer.
There is a microwave, stove, and oven. Plenty of cabinet storage for all your meal
prep items.The garage area has a power upper queen bed, and the two sofas flip
to form another queen bed. Enjoy the large flat-screen TV or stereo. The rear
ramp can also be turned into an elevated party deck. A power awning
above.Forward is the bathroom with a large shower, sink with medicine cabinet,
and toilet. The bath is also equipped with a stacked Washer and Dryer.At the front
of the RV is the Master Bedroom, which features a king-size bed and a full-width
wardrobe closet. Across is dresser storage and a TV connection.** The Owner
has replaced the uncomfortable factory mattress with one of his own. He will
keep this mattress so a buyer can choose one that suits their needs. The same
applies to the TV in the bedroom.Outside, relax under one of the three patio side
power awnings.Plenty of storage compartments and huge pass-through storage
are at the front of the RV.The RV is also equipped with an ONAN 5500
generator.Set up is a breeze with the auto-leveling system** HAVE IT ALL **We
are looking for people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If
you have a passion for our product and like the idea of working from home,
please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any
and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!You have
questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling
your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units
every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling
your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 382392
VIN Number: rvusa-382392
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 45

Item address Clayton, Delaware, United States
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